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Reading The Feel Behind The Text 
by Dedi Yuniarto 

“The aim of art is to represent not the outward appearance of things, but their inward significance.” 
 Aristoteles  
 

Transformation of Text 
Two dogs live in the same forest. The first one arrives earlier, surviving on food it finds in the forest. During the 
arid season, the forest is inundated by fire. The first dog leaves and only returns once the fire has died out. Once 
extinguished, all that’s left are remains of wildlife and vegetation burned to a crisp. And because it had been without 
food for days, it consumes those remains until its hunger is quenched. After a few days, the dog dies from food 
poisoning. 

The second dog arrives sometime after that. And as the story goes, the forest is once again consumed by flames, 
and the second dog, too, has to leave to avoid certain death. It too returns once the fire has extinguished, and 
lives of whatever remains it finds. That dog dies from poisoning as well. 

At the same time as the story of the two dogs, a group of humans inhabit a different part of that forest. When the 
forest catches fire, they leave and only return once the flames have been extinguished. Inevitably, they suffer from 
food poisoning caused by eating the cindered remains. They die soon after. But before they do, they manage to 
journal what they experienced, be it about the fire, the food, the poisoning, and every detail connected to the 
tragedy. 

Sometime later, another group of humans chance upon the very spot the first group had been. And they find what 
the previous group had documented. The danger of consuming charred remains had never been known before 
this, until they read the record left behind. And thanks to the information it contained, they avoided a similar fate. 
Furthermore, the knowledge continued to progress in future generations. When they observed sparking from trees 
rubbing against each other due to the wind, they imitated this act by rubbing some twigs together while blowing on 
them. Eureka! And thus, fire was discovered.  

This story of dog and man is merely an analogy. The written language, or text, is a marker of how human civilization 
has progressed, from pre-historic times to the era of history. The existence of text is inseparable from humans as 
social creatures. Since around 4000 to 3500 BC, humans have used pictographic languages to communicate. 
Asian, African, and European peoples began this through cave drawings. Communicating through signs and 
pictures continued to develop until the Egyptians used pictographs as symbols to describe objects. Pictographs 
further evolved to become ideographs, symbols able to represent complex and even abstract ideas. 

The existence of the first Phoenician alphabet system (c. 1300 BC) marked a fundamental shift from the language 
of pictures and verbalized signs (pictographs and ideographs), towards a written language that is audible and has 
meaning (i.e., a phonograph, where each marking or alphabet had an associated sound). This alphabet consisted 
of twenty-three very simple symbols, each representing a sound. As an example, the first letter in the Phoenician 
alphabet was a simple image of a bull’s head, known as Aleph in their language, representing the sound of the 
letter ‘A’. 
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The Greeks then adapted the Phoenician alphabet into a more regular anatomy of letters using geometric shapes. 
The term ‘alphabet’ itself originates from an abbreviated concatenation of the first two letters in the Greek alphabet, 
Alpha and Beta. A significant development in this alphabet system was the adoption of a reading pattern from left 
to right, a departure from the Phoenician alphabet, which was read from right to left. The alphabet system reached 
its zenith when the Romans perfected the alphabet into the form of letters as we know it today. 

How important is text in the advancement of human life? Functionally, the presence of text has enabled humankind 
to be self-aware, to know the surroundings they occupy, and the experiences and knowledge of previous 
generations. Text has perfected the lives of those who would come after. A body of text, no matter how old, survives 
the passage of time, unless purposely vanquished by an authority that considers it dangerous, subversive, or a 
threat to existence. Reading about the past is reflecting upon the experiences and knowledge of the day. Reading 
such texts equates to understanding the logical systems and historical contexts that underlie it. Because, history 
will always move forward towards a more perfect consciousness and freedom, so said Hegel, the notable German 
philosopher. 

The Nusantara1 kings of yore have long used text engraved on inscription stones as a mark of their authority, or 
to explain an important event. Each kingdom had court poets who were tasked write inscriptions (books) related 
to the king’s lineage, belief system and rituals, war, to poetry and songs with high philosophical content; for 
example the Maskumambang, describing the phase of human existence in the womb, to Megatruh, the phase 
where the human soul leaves the mortal coil. And many other literary works, reflecting the high level of 
sophistication civilizations of the archipelago exhibited. 

Text does not merely convey information, however. If primitive man created cave paintings to communicate 
amongst themselves, text in later times would shift to become a medium of expression. It takes the form of poetry, 
drama scripts, propaganda, mantras, and fine art (painting and graphics). For poets, playwrights, and 
propagandists text has two important elements, sound and form. An artist, meanwhile, manipulates text forms to 
become part of the visuals he creates. Most artists use text as a supplement to provide pleasing aesthetics, and 
don’t treat it as an important visual element. Seldom do we find artists who use text as the very subject matter of 
their works. 

Dedy Sufriadi (b. 1976) is among one of the few young artists who from early in his artistic career chose text as a 
subject matter for his abstract artworks. The Palembang-born artist began to pursue his professional artistic career 
at a time when the Yogyakarta art public was focused on the activities of two major collectives, Sanggar Dewata 
Indonesia (SDI), representing abstract expressionist discourse, and the Taring Padi collective, representative of 
the social realism movement. In parallel with contestations between these two currents, the Jogja art world was in 
a dialectical search for an ideal organizational format, while finding affirmation for identities surrounding both 
activities/events as well as for the artists themselves2. 

Several phenomena developed, centered around the Jogja Biennale, regarded as an important event at the time, 
as the art practice epicenter. First, amidst the trend at the time of Jogja artists creating experimental art and large-
scale installations, emerged a dynamic discourse on contemporary art in Jogja, where practice no longer 
recognized the boundaries of medium and technique, through the development of themes related to socio-political 
situations at the time. Two; polemic after polemic ensued, originating from the “Biennale vs Binal3” episode – one 
focused on the implementation of the 3rd Jogja Biennale in 1992 – resulting in an increasingly dynamic Jogja art 
scene, rich with contentious discourse. Three; the art boom propelling the emergence of curatorial practice. 
Identification of curators, curation, and curatorial work became hot discussion topics of the day.  

Dedy formed the Solusi 4 group with three other artists – Gusmen Heriadi, Hayatuddin, and Zulfa Hendra – and 
had a chance to hold a group exhibition at Dirix Art Gallery. The exhibition, curated by Heri Kris, turned out to be 

 

1 Nusantara means ‘archipelago’, referring to the grouping of land masses and islands in Southeast Asia that collectively form Indonesia   
2 Suwarno Wisetrotomo, Politik Estetika Seni Rupa Yogyakarta 1990 – 2010; Sekitar Friksi, Ideologi, dan Kontestasi (Yogyakarta) 
3 Binal is an Indonesian word meaning ‘naughty’ 
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very impactful for Dedy. In it he presented abstract works where the entire canvas surface was filled with simple 
pronouncement texts about existentialism written in pencil. Unexpectedly, some of the works were sold. This 
certainly had an impact on strengthening his belief in the visual choices he made, which he had wholeheartedly 
been championing.  

 

 
AKU 
Acrylic on Canvas, 120 X 140 cm, 1999 
* in the collection of OHD Museum 

 

Why existentialism? And what criticisms were he leveling against certain parties? There are three main 
characteristics of existentialism, namely subjectivity, individuality, and freedom, which emphasize human existence 
in responding to their situation4. However, he didn’t have any intention to be confrontational with anyone vis-à-vis 
discourse. That said, it was clear he was being critical. He was responding to a situation within his community that 
he felt was “completely off the mark”. Specifically, he was cynical about the behavior of ‘critical’ artists whose ideas 
and actions were at odds. Only good at exploiting circumstances or fond of discussing the suffering of the people 
while drunk on alcoholic beverages priced at hundreds of thousands of Rupiah in a café. Ultimately, he was stating 
this analogy: “better the act of planting one tree, than exhibiting a million paintings on environmental issues!” 

Existentialism is the crystallization of an artist’s personal values, emphasized through an attitude to life that is 
independent, consistent, individual and free. The poetry of Frank Sinatra's song entitled "My Way" seems to 
appropriately describe Dedy Sufriadi's version of the existentialist spirit in related to the situation of the arts in Jogja 
at the time. 

Yes, there were times, I’m sure you know,  

When I bit off more than I could chew,  

But through it all, when there was doubt,  

I ate it up and spit it out, 

I faced it all and stood tall and did it my way 

 

4 Robert Solomon, No Excuses: Existentialism and The Meaning of Life (Chantily VA: The Teaching Company, 2000), pp. 6 – 7  
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In the midst of the frenetic boom, and discourse contestation between groups of artists, and the changing practice 
of art, a 23-year-old student struggles to face his creative challenges. Despite being very active, even being one 
of the movers in Sanggar Bidar Sriwijaya – an artist community whose members are originally from Palembang – 
Dedy Sufriadi is not an artist raised in the sanggar5 system. The sanggar was once an important platform for the 
early stages of artistic practice, as well as for creative spirit of Jogja artists, whose existence still exists today as a 
place of learning that is very open to dialogue between artists. And unlike formal educational institutions, its 
creative processes know no time limits. 

The advantage of an artist community in the form of a collective or sanggar is its hegemonic power. Fragile 
individuals will be easily crushed by communal domination. Therefore, individual strength needs to be built to 
compensate for this. Abstract works in this period of existentialism were intensely produced until 2004. Dedy 
Sufriadi truly went against the grain, brave in facing the prevailing climate, and free to express in his own way; “I 
faced it all and stood tall and did it my way.”  

 

 
KEYAKINAN ADALAH PENJARA 
Oil on Canvas, 100 X 100 cm, 1999 

 

Oil paint color play is interspersed with expressive strokes and overlapping text strokes. The visual formations 
created are far from being "beautiful" in layperson's terms. The visual language of using text as the subject matter 
using pencil (at that time) was not a common choice. Yet that is precisely the job of a true artist, to explore visual 
possibilities. 

Arrays of text in simple formations on the canvas were quotes taken from various existentialist literature, and these 
could easily be read as they were intended to be legible for the viewer. Some important words and sentences 
(read: critical) were highlighted, becoming ‘takeaways’ for his audience. Dedy Sufriadi gave serious attention to 
content selection of the text used, forming them into a visual language. Art is a medium for human self-discovery, 

 

5 Sanggar, although sometimes translated as ‘studio collective’, refers to a place where “a group of people learn to make art under the 
auspices of a mentor” (ref: “Sanggar as a Model for Practicing Art in Communal Life” by Nuraini Juliastuti,  
http://sekolah.kunci.or.id/language/en/sanggar-as-a-model-for-practicing-art-in-communal-life/, accessed on 1 December 2020 )  
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a reflective bridge between individuals, connecting the artist to his audience. Herein lies the true strength of text, 
its ability to arouse awareness, or going further, deconstruct our thoughts. Especially when presented in a repetitive 
manner. It would therefore not be an exaggeration to say that visual strength and textual strength were the 
hallmarks of this period. Despite starting to pick up momentum in 1999, the exploratory process pertaining to text 
began some two years prior. 

Post-2004 the intensity of Dedy Sufriadi playing with text lessened. He began to avoid overly rational work content 
and instead tried to explore the power of his intuition through brush strokes, lines made with certain mediums or 
scratches, spontaneous childish forms, and he began to explore new mediums such as burnt paper collages, 
books, wood, and even metal. 

 

 
BROKEN TEXT 
Oil and Charcoal on Canvas, 200 X 300 cm, 2008 

 

In the period between 2006 and 2008, the Jogja art scene was once more shaken by a boom. The intensity of 
discourse contestation was much lessened as a result of the art infrastructure becoming more established. Amidst 
the proliferation of realist paintings employing minimalist techniques, Dedy Sufriadi once again began processing 
text, but presented using more complex techniques. Dozens of layers are stacked densely. Repeated strokes and 
oil paint drips made the visuals akin to clouds dripping with rain. Text was no longer simple handwriting in pencil, 
but instead multi-layered using more diverse mediums such as charcoal, markers, and oil pastels. The essence of 
the text presented on canvas was no longer important. Portions of sentences were still legible, but often unrelated 
to one another. Like trajectories of the artist’s spontaneous thoughts. This period seemed to be an anti-thesis of 
his Existentialism period. Text became constructs laid out for artistic purposes. Dark/Light effects were achieved 
through color play and strokes. On average, Dedy created jumbo-sized paintings with stronger colors and wilder 
strokes, in tandem with his knowledge of mediums and forms having broadened. 

Emotional logic – different from rational logic – in art is connected to form associations and metaphors about the 
essence of something. Therefore, the meaning of the text in Dedy’s works might no longer be relevant, because 
the narrative could be obtained from media outside of the artwork itself. Clive Bell, an English art critic, argued that 
“beauty” is different from “significant form”. Something regarded as beautiful is not necessarily aesthetic, but only 
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more sensual. So, it is only natural that artistic forms are not necessarily beautiful, even ugly/disgusting in some 
contemporary works, but what is clear is that these forms have significance6. 

“Rasa7”, derived from Sanskrit, is defined by V.S. Ramachandran as the ability to capture the essence of something 
in order to arouse certain emotions in the brain8. Thus, when an artist produces forms, what they ultimately create 
is the essence or meaning behind those forms. In short, a work of art is first and foremost about “what it does” to 
the viewer so that he or she can discover its value, and not merely “what it means”. 

 

 
STORY OF BROKEN TEXT 
Oil and Charcoal on Canvas, 150 x 240 cm, 2008 
* winner of “Setelah 20 Mei”, in the collection of OHD Museum 

 

In mid-2008 Jogja Gallery organized an art competition entitled “Setelah 20 Mei”. The event commemorating 100 
years of Kebangkitan Nasional (National Awakening) appointed a three-member jury, comprising Prof. Soedarso 
Sp., M.A., Dr. Oei Hong Djien, and Mikke Susanto. The jury had to select the five best works out of fifty, qualifying 
them to win a certificate and cash prize of IDR 3,000,000. All fifty works were exhibited at Jogja Gallery from 20 
May to 8 June 2008. In this competition, Dedy Sufriadi’s “Story of Broken Text” was selected as one of the best 
five. 

This writer managed to get in touch with Dr. Oei Hong Djien, one of the three jurors, and asked him to briefly write 
down his key thoughts about the selection of this 150 x 240 cm mixed media artwork. Via WhatsApp, Dr. Oei 
shared his views, as follows: 

Dedy Sufriadi’s painting “Story of Broken Text” is essentially an abstract painting. It is analogous to Cy 
Twombly’s “Scribbles” paintings. The text is unreadable, only a beautiful aesthetic element and does not 
need a lot of explanation, but it is an expression of taste9. If the creator’s expression of taste can connect 
with the viewer’s taste, to me the work can be called a success. That’s “The Story of Broken Text” for me. 

 

6 Clive Bell, Art (Montana: Kessinger Publications LLC, 2008) 
7 ‘Rasa’ is a complex concept that has no direct English equivalent, encompassing both taste and feel, and therefore left in its original form 

without translation 
8 V.S. Ramachandran, The Tell-Tale Brain (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc, 2011) 
9 The word rasa was used in the original Indonesian text, translated here as ‘taste’ (see related footnote 7) 
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Dr. Oei Hong Djien manages to capture the impact (‘what it does’) of Dedy Sufriadi’s work, considered by him as 
successful. And aligned with his opinion, during this period the involvement of the artist’s feelings and intuition is 
accorded more room in proportion to rationality, compared to during his Existential period. Dedy wished to give 
himself the opportunity to be swept away in the ecstasy of his creativity/feeling/initiative freely and without bounds. 

His anxiety when faced with the canvas, coupled with his appreciation for a myriad of different mediums, led him 
to discover new visual arrangements that combined text with intuitive objects. At the same time, he is very 
enthusiastic about incorporating relatively easy to find everyday materials, such as newspaper, magazines, 
notebooks, or cloth, into his artistic creations. One of his text collage artworks was awarded the Young Art Award 
(First Prize) at the prestigious Young Art Taipei 2015 event. In this international art fair that was set up specifically 
for young artists (below 45 years of age), he came up tops, bettering scores of artworks in various mediums, in a 
competition that involved artists from many different countries. 

 

 
BURNING SERIES: EAT, PRAY, AND ART #2 
Acrylic, Collage, Marker and Oil Stick on Canvas, 120 x 150 cm, 2015 
* winner of “Young Art Award 2015” (at Young Art Taipei), in the collection of a prominent Taiwan collector 

 
Around 2010, the pace of Internet technology development in Indonesia, which began in 1992 – Universitas 
Indonesia registered the Internet Protocol (IP) on 24 June 1998 – moved quickly and expansively. Trends towards 
e-commerce and Internet cafés increased massively. Online news portals started to appear, albeit merely to 
complement mainstream media. 

Computer products, laptops, as well as gadgets such as the iPad and mobile phones underwent an equally rapid 
transformation. Mobile phones were no longer a luxury as they became more affordable. Along with that, social 
media experienced a revolution following technological advances and improved capabilities. E-mail, around since 
1971, continued to experience improvements to allow for faster communication activities and distribution of images 
and other data. The existence of Google and several search engine platforms made it easy to find any information 
needed. Hundreds, thousands, even millions, servings of information could be presented quickly and accurately 
thanks to advances in Internet technology. Social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Friendster, Instagram, 
WhatsApp, Line, etc., not only made communicating easier, they brought about changes in interpersonal 
communications, between corporations, and even between countries. 
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PEACE FOR US AND UNIVERSE 
Acrylic, Marker, Oil and Oil Stick on Canvas, 150 x 150 cm, 2017 

 

In whatever format, the existence of text always attracts Dedy Sufriadi’s attention. He found the appearance of a 
computer or laptop’s screen while browsing inspiring. After a keyword is typed into a search engine, the page 
changes to display hypertexts related to the keyword. The intense Hypertext series was explored and developed 
by Dedy Sufriadi while he was preparing for the final portion of his master’s study at ISI Yogyakarta in 2011. This 
investigation culminated with a solo exhibition at Galeri Biasa, which presented several abstract works from this 
series. Hypertext is text that is displayed on a computer screen or other electronic devices with a reference 
(hyperlink) to other text. Hyperlinked documents are interlinked with hyperlinks, usually activated by mouse clicks, 
pressing a button, or by touching the screen. 

The blank canvas is treated as though it were a computer screen. Sentences are arranged, occasionally deleted, 
then overwritten with other sentences. And this is done repeatedly. This time, the text was not applied using pencils 
or markers, but printed letters of varying sizes and shapes, using acrylic paint as a medium and applied through 
screen printing. Technically the process is identical to screen-printing on canvas. The painted background is 
stacked with layered printed text, arranged layer by layer to create the effect of space and depth. Expressive 
strokes, splashes and paint drips complement the overlapping screen-printed text, some appearing faint and some 
dominant. There are occasions when scribbles or handwriting steal one’s attention but ultimately lose out to the 
presence of computer-generated text that’s more dominant, formal and cold. 

From the Hypertext theme, on to the Lorem Ipsum theme. This thematic shift is followed by changes in the visual 
layout, albeit not too frontal. Computer-generated text side by side with figures out of nowhere. 
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LOREM IPSUM SERIES: ANCIENT FIGURE 
Acrylic, Marker, Oil and Oil Stick on Canvas, 100 x 80 cm, 2016 

 

TABULA RASA10 

The anatomy of the Hypertext and Lorem Ipsum series of works are composed of screen-printed texts applied to 
the canvas surface as being their key element. These selected texts were subjected to graphical arrangement 
processes on the computer. The activity of selecting content and graphically arranging them on the computer was 
too “rational”, Dedy Sufriadi having decided to move away from ‘rationality’ after his Existentialism period. On the 
other hand, earlier works in the text series offered the potential of being “meaningful forms” in relation to perception 
of values rather than simply arousing feelings. 

In this respect, the flow of Dedy Sufriadi’s creative process exhibited three tendencies. The first, enjoying the 
creative process freely without burden, involving emotions and gestural hand movements in connection with 
scratching, splashing or throwing paint onto the canvas, as is the case with “action painting”. The second tendency 
is his openness to exploring materials. And the third, the tendency to emphasize the potential of creation rather 
than imitation, hence making subject matter no longer relevant in his painting. These three tendencies were 
expounded in his next exploratory exercise, namely the Tabula Rasa series.    

 

 

10  This section was previously published to complement the joint solo exhibition entitled "Tabula Rasa" at Bale Banjar Sangkring on 
November 7, 2018. However, given the current needs, the author has edited and made adjustments to several parts. 
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TABULA RASA #2 
Mixed Media on Canvas, 200 x 200 cm, 2018 

 

He treats a blank canvas interpreting it as the surface of a wax tablet (tabula) on which he puts on rasa11 (taste, 
feel). In this more mature creative period, he faces the blank canvas without tendency or pretense. Leans instead 
on the passion for play and discovering possibilities. On the surface of the blank tabula (read: canvas) he is free 
to shape anything, spontaneous expressions or even hidden expressions that are simply erased, if needed. This 
process is repeated; shaping, adding or subtracting and even removing again. Until his ‘instinct’ says, “Done”. 

Tabula Rasa is a constructive praxis for his creativity development. This refers to the epistemological perspective 
that a human being is born without any innate mental content, “empty” in other words, and it is experience that 
then plays the role of shaping the human personality, social and emotional behavior, as well as intelligence. This 
theory is heavily influenced by the opinion of John Locke in the 17th century, emphasizing the freedom of the 
individual to fill his own soul, and each individual free to define the content of his character, but his basic identity 
as a human being remains immutable. It is from all these assumptions that the Lockean doctrine of what is called 
nature was born. 

Carl Gustav Jung disagreed with the concept of tabula rasa because according to him every child born carries 
certain latent and generic patterns to face the world. These patterns are passed down from generation to 
generation over many centuries. This is called the archetype, or original pattern12. 

 

 

11 See footnote 8 
12 Buntje Harbunangin, ART & JUNG: Seni Dalam Sorotan Psikologi Analitis Jung (Jakarta: Antara Publishing, 2016), p. 48 (translation – 

ART & JUNG: Art in the Spotlight of Jung’s Analytical Psychology) 
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TABULA RASA #3 
Mixed Media on Canvas, 200 x 200 cm, 2018 

 

It is important to reiterate that tabula rasa in this case is not a philosophical concept, but a methodology to facilitate 
creativity development used by Dedy Sufriadi, treating the canvas like a tablet. The blank canvas is faced almost 
with an empty head. This practice is very different from the Hypertext series, for example, which requires 
“structuring” actions prior to executing the work. The intimate knowledge obtained from the long experience of his 
professional artistic career since 1999 has helped produce hundreds of artworks of varying sizes and media. Dedy 
is a person who really understands his strengths and weaknesses. In the abstract genre, he is a young artist who 
is consistent, and at the same time, possesses complex strength. The extent of exploration, both in terms of visuals 
and material use, is extraordinary. The prowess of his brush strokes is supported by his instinct in creating artistic 
effects. This ability is further strengthened and enriched by the social capital Yogyakarta offers as an artistic city. 
So, when his ideation efforts increasingly crystallize, these are able to flow, benefiting from his strength to organize 
new visual compositions, and even re-organize those new visualizations. 

Like a child playing with its empty tablet, Dedy ‘plays’ by pouring paint onto the canvas, shaping, dripping, or 
covering. All of this done in a flowing and responsive manner. In the next stage, layers those colors by rolling, 
scratching, erasing, and even scraping the surface of the canvas, adding or removing certain parts. And if there is 
some collage of a particular medium on the canvas, it is the impact of his response to his immediate surroundings, 
in order to explore artistic possibilities. The most difficult part of this process is how self-control is exercised, so as 
to resist the temptation to fill up empty spaces. In practice, it is not as easy as it seems when using only one or 
two colors, forming layer by layer, until the desired composition is achieved. 

In general, Dedy Sufriadi doesn’t make much use of colors in this series. Nevertheless, it precisely reflects a 
meditative, calm, minimalist yet harmonious atmosphere. A large black circle originating from poured acrylic paint 
dominates the canvas. It feels strong and gripping. Aesthetic elements in the form of dozens of white dots trigger 
our imagination to float on the fragments of the meditative atmosphere above the peak of Mount Potalaka against 
a backdrop of Buddhist monks droning like bees. The white dots are like a visual depiction of the sound from the 
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constant hitting of the kulkul13 made from bamboo roots to accompany prayers offered to the inhabitants of the 
sky. 

We might recall the phenomenal painting by Mark Rothko, “No. 1 (Royal Red and Blue)” (1954). This simple looking 
abstract expressionist painting consists of only three colors to reflect Rothko’s notoriously complicated mind. Even 
Pablo Picasso tended to use black and white to build color compositions in his ambitious and intricate works, such 
as his monumental black-and-white artwork “The Milliner’s Workshop”. The great Spanish painters, such as 
Velazquez, El Greco, and Francisco de Goya, also explored black and gray colors. 

Minimalism may have a parallel with simplicity. However, history has well noted that masterpieces are not always 
born from bombastic elements. In fact, Dedy often displays his form in simplicity. Because in truth, within simplicity 
lies essence. It comes from the crystallization of millions of possibilities. In the case of Dedy Sufriadi, the minimal 
use of color in this period shows his focus on taste, form and atmosphere. In contrast to the works in his 2013 
black and white series, which features wild, fast paced, and powerful brush strokes. This brazenly displays the 
spirit of rebellion against established principles. The Tabula Rasa series offers the audience contemplative space. 
A restful loom for restless souls. 

 

 

LITERATIVE AND SUPERFICIAL SHIFT 

Indonesia is swirling in the middle of the third wave of civilizational revolution, as theorized by Alvin Toffler. 
Information Revolution, as the third revolution, began with the massive use of the Internet in the United States of 
America around the early 1980s. The technological advancement of Internet-based infrastructure-superstructure 
has led to many things getting redefined. Previously, the market was defined as a meeting place between sellers 
and buyers. With the presence of online markets, buyers no longer need to meet with sellers. Or, cultural changes 
that are currently occurring, during the COVID-19 pandemic, teaching and learning activities, which traditionally 
required face-to-face contact between teachers and students, the process of knowledge transfer is now sufficiently 
carried out online. 

The Information Revolution will bring about changes in society from the modern era to the post-modern era. 
Anthony Giddens identifies the difference in social order where the modern era is characterized by massive 
manufacturing production (in the form of goods or things) rather than information production, while the post-modern 
era the opposite happens, where information production is more massive than manufacturing production. 

We have been shocked by news about the collapse of a number of print media houses such as the National 
Journal, Sinar Harapan, Jakarta Globe, Tempo Minggu Koran, Bola Daily, Tabloid Soccer, Rolling Stone Indonesia, 
Hai Magazine and several other large print media. Sinar Harapan, which was founded in 1961 and was once the 
largest newspaper to receive advertisements after Kompas, was powerless to face the changing times. The 
technology shift has also triggered the rampant digitization of books, which is the main cause for the closure of 
several major bookstores such as Aksara, QB World Books, and several Gramedia branches. The livelihood of 
book publishers will certainly be threatened by book outlets closing one by one. It is impossible to avoid the scarcity 
of books. How could this happen? Newspapers and books are no longer the main source of knowledge and 
information, because people are gradually shifting from print media to online platforms), considered more practical, 
cheap and fast. Print media as a promotion and publication agent is slowly being abandoned by advertisers, which 
have shifted their support to online platforms in droves. 

The literacy shift that has occurred in Indonesia within the last decade has become a serious concern of Dedy 
Sufriadi. This phenomenon sparked the idea that resulted in an installation work entitled "I Cursed You Into The 

 

13 Kulkul refers to the Balinese slit-log drum, used for both civil and religious purposes (ref: Bale Kulkul Wikipedia entry, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bale_kulkul)  
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Stone". Thousands of books with a total weight of up to tens of tons have been massively laid out and then fused 
together with cement filling half of an 8 x 8-meter exhibition space. This gigantic installation work became an 
attention-grabber of the art public that attended the group exhibition entitled "Sepuluh Perantau" (Ten Immigrants) 
at Jogja Gallery from November 9 to 25, 2019. Dedy deliberately prepared stationery in the form of paper and 
pens. He conducted an experiment to find out the audience's reaction to his controversial work. Some visitors 
expressed their sorrow at seeing the cemented books. Some others made verbal abuse as an expression of protest 
and rejected the artist's banal treatment. "Books are a source of knowledge", grumbles the audience through notes 
on a piece of paper. The feeling of loss begins after something valuable is completely taken from us. Dedy is quite 
adept at making an impact (what it does) on the minds of his audience. 

 

 
I CURSED YOU INTO THE STONE 
Installation of Books and Cement, 240 x 1600 cm, 2019 

 

Thus, Si Pahit Lidah uttered an expression that as luck would have it immediately turned his sister into stone. It is 
said that this is the story of Batu Beteri’s (or Batu Puteri) origin, located at the site of the megalithic Besemah 
complex, in South Sumatra. The legend of Si Pahit Lidah has been narrated from generation to generation among 
those living in Palembang, Bengkulu and Lampung. It is no coincidence that Dedy links this installation work with 
a legend from his hometown. In fact, books as artifacts of contemporary civilization are at their nadir. The shift in 
literacy culture that is taking place in today’s society will relegate books to become relics that will soon be forgotten. 

After morphing text as the subject matter of his abstract works from period to period, and then completely 
eliminating it in the Tabula Rasa period, Dedy now enters a conceptual dimension he has not ventured into 
previously. In contrast to more exclusive paintings, books as a medium for aesthetic manifestation have 
dimensions that are universal. The universality of books touches various circles of society, making its presence 
familiar. As a result, interactive dialogue can be built between the audience and the artist through his work. 

The installation, created with a massive number of books, makes it appear monumental, and at the same time 
builds the public’s perception of it as a “heavy”, serious, and intellectual work of art. In fact, looking at it for a long 
time evokes tragedy and emotional outbursts. That said, it should be understood that Dedy is not in the mood to 
trigger subversive discourse. It is right to say that Dedy trusts his taste and intuition more than he does reason, 
but he has never pursued things that are trivial14. Aristotle’s opinion rings true: the aim of art is to represent not the 
outward appearance of things, but their inward significance. 

 

 

14 Florentia Senojati, ANDY WARHOL: The King of Pop Art (Yogyakarta: Tomato Books, 2018), p. 71 
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BURNING SERIES: NOTE #2.a 
Acrylic, Collage, Marker and Pastel on Canvas, 200 x 200 cm, 2017 

 
Prior to 2000 we were faced with the reality of how difficult it was to obtain information. Today, we get it as easy 
as pressing a computer button. The social media revolution as an Internet technology superstructure has clearly 
had an impact on freedom of expression. Hootsuite (We Are Social), a content management service platform, in 
their latest report stated there were 175.4 million Internet users in Indonesia in 2020; of that figure 160 million are 
active social media users15. This means that around 64%, or half of the population in Indonesia, are active Internet 
users, where each individual can act as a disseminator of “information” through their digital devices. 

We assume 175.4 million active internet users as sources, because in essence humans are the source of 
information. The information in question is certainly not limited to knowledge in an academic context. So, how 
much text do we read (or write) each day in the form of articles or long writings (essays), status, short descriptions 
or chats on social media, even to e-mails? Increasingly instantaneous distribution, in tandem with the ease of 
access to information, has not significantly contributed to increasing public knowledge and society’s reasoning 
power. Ironically, if we were to collect and convert all the texts that are scattered in cyberspace into books, how 
many books do we read each day? And when the flow of information becomes faster, while solutions to filter it 
aren’t found, what happens when information reaches the point of overload?  

The paradox that occurs is underscored by the phenomenon of exoteric culture - characterized by behavior that 
tends to be “only on the surface”, shallow, and only pays attention to "physical" factors - and negates esoteric 
culture that is more concerned with the essence or non-physical. The ideal logic that has been known by the culture 
of society believes that inner beauty is more important than outer beauty. But what happens is the opposite, 
contemporary cultural imagery favors the physical (a beautiful and handsome face) for a magazine or newspaper 
cover, rather than a beautiful mind. 

The dimensional scope of this installation work is not simply a comparison of which is better, between analog 
culture (represented by books) or digital culture, but goes further than that, wanting to recapitulate the public's 

 

15 Andi Dwi Riyanto, Hootsuite (We are Social): Indonesian Digital Report 2020, accessed from https://andi.link/hootsuite-we-are-social-
indonesian-digital-report-2020/, on 24 November 2020, 1900 hrs 
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perspective about the book itself. The tendency for superficial culture to be present is due to massification as a 
result of technological advances. The constantly changing information that comes in succession twenty-four hours 
a day will in turn cloud our attention, like a mirage. Millions of books and information are everywhere, and no one 
can really read all of them properly. 

Dedy Sufriadi’s art practice may seem to go hither and thither, but it certainly keeps up with the times. In treading 
his artistic path, he is a type of free-spirited human being in the true sense because he does not want to be stuck 
in a certain creative principle. His inner strength enables him to present forms that always feel new, even though 
sometimes the aesthetic elements presented are commonplace. Through his contemplative efforts, it is hoped that 
in the future the visual arts public will be treated with artworks that reflect his discoveries premised on new 
dimensions.  

Art works are born as markers of the times. It is a unique manifestation in interpreting and give meaning to the 
experiences hidden from the naked eye, narrating the unresolved, and describing inner experiences that cannot 
be expressed. Its presence does not adequately convey physical "beauty", but rather "truth". The transformation 
of text works that has been ongoing for twenty-three years comes from the appreciation (manjing ing klasi16, as 
WS Rendra said) and the artist's direct involvement with the problems of his era. The text series can be regarded 
as Dedy Sufriadi's most phenomenal and powerful work because its presence contains the power to distrub, which 
has proven successful in attracting the attention of various circles, including well-known writers, galleries, curators 
and even collectors. And as has been discussed earlier, Dedy Sufriadi has received national and international 
awards through this series of works. It is not surprising that Dedy chose it as the key theme for his solo exhibition 
at Jogja Gallery at the end of 2020. His is a creative journey that is quite long and worth celebrating. Happy 
exhibiting. 

 

DEDI YUNIARTO 

Pelem Lor, Yogyakarta 
26 November 2020 
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Translator’s Notes 
Certain words have been retained in their original Bahasa Indonesia, particularly titles and those words that do not 
have a concise equivalent in English. Where necessary, brief explanations have been included in the footnotes.

 

16  Manjing in kahanan is a Javanese phrase that translates to ‘walk in the situation’, in this context, being intimate with a situation, or ‘being in 
the thick of it’  
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